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Disruptive Design 
What stores do you look forward to visiting? What brings you back, over and over 

again?  

 

One of our personal favorites is Apple. We are long-term, loyal Apple customers and 

seek opportunities to drop in at their stores to see what is new and exciting. With the 

much-heralded opening of the re-designed flagship Apple Store on Union Square in 

downtown San Francisco, we felt compelled to take a field trip to see for ourselves 

what the new design was all about. 

 

We are drawn to Apple, in part, because it is a company of Performance Architects. 

Among their many product achievements, they have created a unique store design 

that serves as scaffolding for the most effective sales and service processes that 

keep customers, like us, coming back.  

 

Apple is the most profitable store in the U.S. averaging over 1 million visitors per 

day, globally (IsRetail). For this visit we wanted to explore how the design of Apple’s 

stores drives their sales and service process to such great success.  

 

About Apple Design 
 

Apple products are revered for their wonderful design. As Steve Jobs said, “Design is 

not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it works.” And Tom Watson, 

former IBM chief, tells us, “Good design is good business.”  

 

Erik Sherman designed Apple stores up until this newest iteration. He says, "[Design 

should] either achieve a behavior or create a context for behavior that has a 

purpose." (Sherman) 

 

In a previous Column, Performance Architecture: The Well-Designed Process, we 

referenced Dieter Rams’ Ten Principles of Good Design. Five of them apply directly to 

Apple’s new store design. 

 

Table 1. Universal Design Principles Applied to Business Process 

 

 Universal Design 

Principle 
Application to Business Process  

1 Innovative Find the best way to accomplish the task 
2 Useful Reduce steps, save time, solve problems 
3 Aesthetic Strive for an elegant solution 
5 Unobtrusive Leave room for the results to stand out 
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10 As Little Design As Possible Concentrate on the process essentials 
(Rams) 
 

Apple uses great design in combination with carefully constructed and taught sales 

and service processes to disrupt the world of retail sales and come out on top. 

Field Trip Report 

The San Francisco Union Square Apple store is big, bright, welcoming, and gorgeous. 

It looks out onto Union Square with giant glass doors and all the hustle and bustle 

there creating an indoor/ outdoor experience for shoppers. 

 
 

What We Saw 

While some store layout elements are carryovers from previous Apple Store designs, 

a number are new. Combined, they provide a singular experience for the customer. 

 

The Avenue - On the ground floor are large tables with products arrayed to look at 

and try out and additional products displayed on the walls. You can explore music, 

creativity, apps, and photography using the products on display. Staffers called 

Creative Pros help you discover how to get the most out of Apple products. (Webb) 

 

Various accessories are displayed along a wall in a row of cubicles to suggest the 

experience of walking from one small store to the next.  

 

You purchase products and accessories in the Avenue. (Billboard) 

 

There are salespeople everywhere, helping customers, demonstrating, answering 

questions, offering assistance in a friendly, low-pressure way. 
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The Forum – Upstairs in the Forum, there is a 35-foot-wide high-definition video 

screen and stools and balls that can seat up to 100 people. There are game nights 

and educational sessions about photography, music, and other topics presented by 

experts in the field. An iMac user class was is in session in the Forum when we 

visited. (Billboard) 

 
 

The Plaza – A few other Apple stores will have this park-like space. With tables, 

chairs, lights, and 24-hour free wi-fi, the plaza hosts live concerts every few weeks 

as well as other special events. It has street access that allows passersby to sit for 

awhile and enjoy the space. (Webb) 
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The Genius Grove 

Remember the Genius Bar? Apparently Apple thought it was rather like a noisy pub 

(and it was noisy) so product experts now work under the indoor trees in a larger, 

more relaxed space with plenty of tables and chairs. (Webb) 

 
 

The Boardroom 

This is a private room, only available in some stores, that helps Apple attract 

business customers. Here, the store's business team can give hands-on advice and 

training to entrepreneurs, developers, and small and medium businesses. (Tibken). 

We saw the sign on the door but did not get to look inside. 
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What We Did Not See 
 

What we did not see says as much about the store’s design as what we did see. 

First, product stock is kept out of view. When a customer makes a purchase, the 

product is brought from an unseen storeroom to the customer. 

 

There are no cash registers or checkout locations in the Apple store, nor are there 

desks or counters. There are no sales receipts for purchases.  

 

Our Experience 
 
While we did not visit the Apple store with a plan to buy anything, Carol’s elderly 

iPad had been acting up so she took the opportunity to learn about the newest iPad 

Pro. The A.P.P.L.E. sales process is obviously very effective because Carol bought a 

new iPad.  

 

A - Approach customers with a personalized, warm welcome.  

P - Probe politely to understand all the customer's needs.  

P - Present a solution for the customer to take home today.  

L - Listen for and resolve any issues or concerns. 

E - End with sincere thanks and an invitation to return   

(Khan). 

 

Here’s how the sale went: 

 

 Carol & Roger: Looking at iPads and their attached keyboards, iPencils, other 

Intriguing products on a display table 

A Apple Staff: Hi. How’s it going today? (Big friendly smile) 

 Carol & Roger: Fine. Can you tell us about this keyboard? 

 Apple Staff: Sure. Do you have an iPad now? 

 Roger: Yes, we both do, and this keypad might be just what I need. 

P Apple Staff: Tell me about how you use your iPad 

 Carol: At home, it is mostly on my kitchen counter where I check email, send 

text messages, read the news. I travel with it to conferences and elsewhere 

rather than hauling my laptop. 

P Apple Staff: Well, this is the iPad Pro, our newest iPad. Do you like the larger 

12.9-inch size or the smaller 9.7”? 
 Carol – The 9.7 is what I have now and that would be fine. How does this 

keypad work? 
 Apple Staff: It connects to the iPad Pro like this (shows electronic connection 

on side of iPad and verifies that Roger can’t use the keypad with any iPad older 

than the new iPad Pro). 
 Carol – Too bad about the Keypad, Roger. For me, I’m fine without it as the on-

screen one works for what I need. 
(To Apple Staff) I love this rose gold color and I like that the iPad is the same 

size as the one I have but that more space is given to the actual screen. 

L Apple Staff: We all love the rose gold, too. And you’ll see that the Pro is 

thinner than your iPad 2 so it weighs less. Here are the memory sizes. Which 

would you like? 
 Roger: It is good to get the biggest memory they offer. 

 Carol: I always do that. Let’s go with the 128GB then. Oh, and I definitely want 
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an iPencil as well. 

E Apple Staff: Great. I'll just grab both from the back and we'll get you checked 

out. 
 
Another staff person appeared with both the iPad and the iPencil nicely boxed. The 

salesperson apologized for not having their new shopping bags available, and 

proceeded to check Carol out on a point-of-sale device, saying he would send the 

receipt to her email. And that was it. 

 
 

Imitation is the Sincerest Form of Flattery 

As part of our Apple store research, Roger visited his local Apple store in Corte 

Madera, CA, which recently received a design makeover like the San Francisco 

store’s. The Corte Madera location is smaller, so a slightly different design was 

installed there.  

 

Many retailers follow Apple’s lead in designing their spaces and creating processes 

that turn customers into evangelists for their products. A prime example is Tesla, a 

company we featured in a past Column. A Tesla showroom is located next to the 

Corte Madera Apple store and Roger stopped in to make some design comparisons. 

 

Like Apple, Tesla uses wall space well. Since all Tesla’s are built-to-order, the 

customer configures the car by selecting elements from the Design Studio wall that 

echoes the clean lines and simplicity of product displays at Apple. To the right are 

Tesla clothing items and In the foreground is an open Tesla chassis. 

 

http://www.bptrends.com/performance-architecture-disruptive-selling/
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As at the Apple store, Tesla showrooms have lots of salespeople ready to help the 

curious as well as the seriously interested customer. Periodically, Tesla hosts 

weekend brunches built around a newly released car feature where Tesla owners can 

come to learn more and get their questions answered. 

Questions for You 

Reflecting on our experience as related here and adding your own, if you have visited 

an Apple store recently, what did you see or experience that you can apply at your 

own workplace? 

 How does the design of your company’s space impact the processes developed 
to accomplish work? 

 What effect does your workplace’s design have on customers’ ability to engage 
with your company? 

 How does design in your company look and feel to your customers? 

 How does good design promote your business? 

 How does good design make it easy to do business with your company? 

 If you were going to change the design of your business what would you do? 

 

Summary 
“Changing a space to promote the experience can have an outsized impact on the 

business.” (Sherman) This is what Apple has achieved with its latest store re-design. 

 

“By focusing completely on customers’ needs and desires, Apple re-imagined the way 

stores work – creating an innovative retail model which won over customers 

worldwide.” (Sherman.)  

 

Here are the key differentiators at the Apple store: 

 Rather than thinking about selling, focus on the customer’s experience and do 
not pay commission 

 Let people touch the products – once they hold it they are more likely to want to 
buy it 

 Present benefits that relate to the customer’s needs, so find out what those are 
and relate everything to them 
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 Speed up the boring parts of making a purchase – no cashier, no lines 
 Hire the right people, in this case, Apple evangelists who love the products 
 Follow a clear sales process: A.P.P.L.E. 
 Never underestimate the little things – welcome shoppers with a smile, invite 

them back after they make a purchase 
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